
Day 1 Agenda
Teaching and Leading the HEART of the PLC Life!

7:00–8:00 a�m� Registration, continental breakfast

8:00–8:15 a�m� Welcome

8:15–10:00 a�m�  Knowing Your Heartprint: The Role of What and Why in the PLC Life! 

10:00–10:15 a�m�  Break

10:30 a�m�–12:00 p�m� Knowing Your Heartprint: The Role of Happiness in Your PLC Life!

12:00–1:30 p�m� Lunch (on your own)

1:30–3:15 p�m�  Knowing Your Heartprint: The Role of a Fully Engaged, High-Energy, 
Well-Balanced PLC Life! 

3:15–4:00 p�m�   Reflection, Study, and Debriefing  
Dr. Kanold engages in small-group Q&As, team discussions, and end-
of-day reflections.

“You will know the heartprint you have left on others� You will know the real residue of the 
human assets left behind because you chose to be a teacher� What do you hope that residue 
will be? What do you hope your students and colleagues will say about you? How will you 
know you have had a fully formed professional life?”

—Timothy D� Kanold
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Day 2 Agenda
Teaching and Leading the HEART of the PLC Life! 

7:00–8:00 a�m� Continental breakfast  

8:00–8:30 a�m� Welcome and Day 1 Reflections 

8:30–10:00 a�m�  Knowing Your Heartprint: The Role of Developing Your Collaborative 
|and Relational Intelligence in the PLC Life! 

10:00–10:15 a�m� Break 

10:15 a�m�–12:00 p�m�  Knowing Your Heartprint: The Role of Defined Autonomy, Goal 
Setting, and Vision as Part of a Risk-Taking PLC Life!

12:00–1:30 p�m� Lunch (on your own)

1:30–3:00 p�m�  Knowing Your Heartprint: The Role of Research-Affirmed Wisdom  
in the PLC Life!

3:00–4:00 p�m�   Closing Session, Evaluation, and Next Steps 
Dr. Kanold interacts with educators as they participate in self- or 
group study, determine how to improve school culture, and review 
HEART!’s online e-chapters.

“There is no passion to be found playing small—in settling for a life that is less than the one 
you are capable of living�”

 —Nelson Mandela
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Day 1 Session Descriptions
Knowing Your Heartprint:  
The Role of What and Why in the PLC Life! 
We magnify our impact on teaching and learning when we know our purpose as 
educators and solve the complex problems of our professional work life together� 

The PLC life expects us to become an inequity eraser for students and to maximize 
the greatest potential that lies within us as teachers� Deep alliances and collaborative 
efforts with colleagues magnify the impact of our heartprint�

We are meant to be in relationships with others� It is in the hardwiring of our 
human design� Our collaborations with colleagues are, according to servant-
leadership guru Robert Greenleaf, a “first order of business�” Yet, there is a mystifying 
counterintuitive embrace of isolation in our profession, as if it is an entitlement of our 
job as educators� 

The solution? Knowing the why of the PLC life! 

Knowing Your Heartprint: The Role of Happiness in Your PLC Life!
We explore the role happiness plays in our pursuit of a fully formed professional life� 
We explore the happiness—positive emotion-passion connection—in our day-to-day 
teaching and leading life, and we explore the role of compassion and love in living a 
more meaningful PLC professional life�

Without passion for the profession or the desire to 
become a person of positive influence, character, 
and perseverance, your heartprint on others could  
result in settling for a life that is less than the one you 
are capable of living�

You should carefully consider the role of happiness 
in the workplace as you join the teaching profession� 
Does this profession fire you up and align your personal 
passion with the nature of an educator’s work life? Does your positive emotional state 
serve you well through the grind of each and every day? If not, can you reclaim it?  
The answer is yes! 

Happiness
Happiness is a state of 
heightened positive emotion 
that increases our emotional 
and social intelligence, boosts 
our productivity, and heightens 
our influence over peers�
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Day 1 Session Descriptions
Knowing Your Heartprint: The Role of a Fully Engaged,  
High-Energy, Well-Balanced PLC Life! 
It might be a surprise to discover most adults in our profession are not fully engaged 
in their work� This can damage the culture for learning in a school or district� 

We examine the role of energy, effort, and deliberate 
practice in the pursuit of a fully formed and exceptional 
professional life� 

What heartprint actions can you take and what 
conditions can you create to be fully engaged in your 
work life every day? Will you choose to fight and re-
fight every battle? Will you choose to use and reuse 
every ounce of energy and effort necessary to positively 
impact children and adults? Will you choose to be fully 
engaged in your personal and professional life? 

You will be challenged to find your own engagement story, discover the Quadrant 
II life, and learn how to become a more reflective and effective practitioner� 

Engagement
Fully engaged teachers are 
involved with, enthusiastic 
about, and committed to their 
work� They know the scope of 
their jobs and constantly look 
for new and better ways to 
achieve outcomes�
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Day 2 Session Descriptions
Knowing Your Heartprint: The Role of Developing  
Your Collaborative and Relational Intelligence in the PLC Life!
We explore the role effective collaboration—and the coaching of collaboration—
plays as part of our heartprint in pursuit of a fully engaged PLC professional life� Our 
intentional effort to honor the covenants and agreements of a team helps to at best 
erase causes of inequity in school, and at worse allows our teaching and leading life to 
expand its impact and find its full and realized potential�

To further complicate our collaborative work, depending 
on our relational intelligence and the relational 
intelligence of our colleagues, nurturing healthy and 
positive relationships with others can be a challenge! 

You build your own knowledge capacity so you can 
serve and share with your colleagues and build a culture 
of trust with them and learn from them� Collaboration is 
then an ongoing heartprint process for building the greater knowledge capacity and 
effort of every faculty and staff member, every teacher and leader, every student, no 
matter how strong or how weak�

Most important, your participation in deep alliances and effective collaboration 
celebrates great teaching in one room while successfully supporting the pursuit of 
great teaching in the room next door� 

Knowing Your Heartprint: The Role of Defined Autonomy,  
Goal Setting, and Vision as Part of a Risk-Taking PLC Life!
We explore the roles vision and goal setting play in the change and risk-taking pursuit 
of a fully informed and reflective PLC professional life—a life that results in meaningful 
and sustained impact on student learning� It is through 
this type of focused change we become efficiently 
pulled forward in our work�

Just as our profession is dedicated to helping 
students to take risks and develop new knowledge 
and understanding, so does our profession expect 
you to take risks and improve in the learning and 
understanding of your work throughout your career� 
However, the PLC call to become a risk taker within 
the profession is also a call to avoid entropy in the 
classroom and school throughout your career� 

Collaboration
Evolutionary biologists and 
psychologists recognize that 
neural and possibly genetic 
evidence exists to predispose 
humans to cooperate�

Change 
How much risk are we willing to 
take to make a difference? 

Our goals represent the 
outcomes of our vision, risk 
taking, and effort as we seek 
answer the question: Does our 
lifetime of work even matter?
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Day 2 Session Descriptions
Knowing Your Heartprint: The Role  
of Research-Affirmed Wisdom in the PLC Life!
We explore the role wisdom—knowing what to do—plays in our growth as 
professional educators� 

You can be happy and engaged, form alliances 
(collaborate well), and be risk-taking and 
results oriented—all of those heartprint elements will 
most likely increase your wisdom�

However, you will still fall short of becoming a fully 
accomplished and dynamic professional without the 
wisdom built out of a knowledgeable voice� When 
you speak, why should we listen? When you teach, why would we follow? You can’t 
teach and lead others—your students or your colleagues—to places you do not 
understand or want to go to yourself� It is possible your students will not want to 
follow where you want to go� They won’t know for sure, until you know for sure what 
your heartprint voice is� 

If you think about the academic nature of our profession, then you understand 
you need craft knowledge about your subject area—or in the case of elementary 
school teachers, across a broad range of subject areas� You must have wisdom about 
the content of your work� You need to know the best content, assessment, and 
instructional strategies to make complex ideas simpler� 

You instinctively understand that your voice, your wisdom, is a forever pursuit� 

Wisdom
Are you a person with deep 
knowledge capacity and 
thought? When you speak, why 
should we listen? When you 
teach, why should we follow?
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